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ABSTRACT

This tutorial presents an overview of the in-vehicle auditory
interactions, including theoretical background, design
considerations, and practical design procedure and
guidelines based on the first author’s 20 year experience in
sound design and automotive user interface design, and the
Mind Music Machine Lab’s research on both topics. The
tutorial will be composed of four sessions: auditory menu
navigation, speech interactions, music & sonification, and
sonic branding. Particularly, in each session hands-on
activities will be conducted first and then, a short lecture on
the topic will be followed. This tutorial aims to inspire
practitioners as well as researchers to appropriately apply
auditory displays and sonification to in-vehicle technologies,
and thus, facilitate necessary multi-tasking processes in
automotive user interfaces.
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methodologies and techniques.
INTRODUCTION

Multitasking is pervasive in our daily lives and so does in the
driving context. In addition to the primary task (i.e., driving),
drivers are frequently engaged in the secondary task (e.g.,
navigating the telematics system) or the tertiary task (e.g.,
searching music). Using alternative perceptual channels via
auditory and multimodal presentation can facilitate
performance with interfaces where there is visual overload
[1, 2]. Further research suggested that auditory and
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multimodal interfaces may overcome some of the problems
associated with visually taxing in-vehicle technologies [3].
Based on this background, in this tutorial, we would like to
trace out the past, review the status quo, and glean some hints
about the next stage of in-vehicle auditory interactions. To
this end, we invite researchers, designers, engineers, and
practitioners, regardless of their capability or experience in
sound design or auditory display research. The distinction
between traditional in-vehicle auditory display literature and
this tutorial’s content is twofold: First, we will not focus on
speech recognition. We will slightly touch speech
interactions, but will focus more on non-speech interactions.
Second, we will not deal with collision warning sounds. We
will include warning sounds in some of the sessions, but will
explore more possibilities of the use of auditory displays
beyond the traditional warning purpose.
THEORETICAL
BACKGROUND
FOR
MULTIMODAL INTERFACES IN VEHICLES

USE

OF

Psychological models and theories explain how we can
efficiently conduct multitasking through the distribution of
our attentional resources [4] and/or different processing
mechanisms in our working memory [5]. On the one hand,
Multiple Resources Theory predicts that two tasks that
demand separate modalities (e.g., one visual and one
auditory tasks) will interfere with each other less than two
tasks, both of which demand the same modality (e.g., two
tasks demanding visual perception). On the other hand,
Working Memory Model has a main controller (central
executive) capable of attentional focus, storage, and decision
making, and two subsystems: The visuo-spatial sketchpad
and the phonological loop. Again, different subsystems
process different information and thus, visual/spatial
information and auditory information can be well timeshared. However, because both theories mainly deal with
speech interactions, more research is required on non-speech
interactions.
TIME SCHEDULE AND SESSIONS

The tutorial begins with introduction of the organizer and
participants followed by a brief introduction to auditory
displays and sonification. Then, we will move onto four
sessions. Each session will consist of 1) hands-on
experiences/experiments with sound and auditory display
samples, 2) brief lecture on taxonomy and issues, 3)
presentation on research that the author and collaborators
conducted on the topic, and 4) wrapping-up with practical

Tentative Schedule
09:00-09:10
Opening and introduction (organizer and
participants)
09:10-09:20
Intro to Auditory Display & Sonification
09:20-09:50
Session 1: Activity “Sound Card Sorting”
09:50-10:10
Session 1: Tutorial “Auditory Menu Navigation”
10:10-10:40
Session 2: Activity “Dialogue Development”
10:40-11:00
Session 2: Tutorial “Speech Interactions”
11:00-11:10
Coffee Break
11:10-11:40
Session 3: Activity “Emotional Music Selection”
11:40-12:00
Session 3: Tutorial “Music & Sonification”
12:00-12:30
Session 4: Activity “Brand Image Mapping”
12:30-12:50
Session 4: Tutorial “Sonic Branding” for vehicle
12:50-13:00
Closing (wrap-up, next steps)

Table 1. Tentative schedule of the tutorial

guidelines. Of course, we do not have users design sounds
per se, but we try to conduct a participatory design (involving
users in each stage) throughout the sound design process.
Thus, in this tutorial participants will also take part in handson activities which are used in the actual design procedure.
Session 1: Auditory Menu Navigation

Menu is a traditional HCI research topic. Users communicate
with the system (mobile devices, home appliances, invehicle technologies, etc.) mainly via menus. However, most
menu systems have been developed as a visual format.
Depending on users, tasks, or contexts, auditory menus can
supplement or even replace visual menus. This session
includes auditory displays developed specifically for
auditory menus and auditory menu navigation research for
vehicle environments. Auditory researchers have developed
a number of auditory displays we can apply (or have applied)
for the vehicle context: auditory icons [6] (representative part
of sounds of objects), earcons [7] (ear + icons, short musical
motives as symbolic representations of objects), spearcons
[8] (speech + icons, compressed speech) and spindex [9]
(speech + index), lyricons [10] (lyrics + earcons), etc. in
addition to speech. We will demonstrate these auditory
displays and how to design each. The auditory menu research
presentation will include research on smartphones, touch
screens, and gesture interfaces with various auditory cues.
In this session, participants will experience mapping
procedure between sounds and menu items/functions using
the sound card sorting task and draw their own confusion
matrix as an evaluation of the mapping [11].
Session 2: Speech Interactions

One of the main research interests of in-vehicle technologies
includes the natural, intuitive interaction between a driver
and a car [12]. An obviously natural way to communicate
with an in-vehicle system is using speech, just as with a
human co-driver. However, covering the entire speech
recognition process is beyond the scope of the tutorial. In this
section, we will particularly focus on emotional dialogue
between an intelligent in-vehicle agent and a driver.
Research has identified design considerations for speechbased in-vehicle systems. For example, a young adult voice

made older drivers feel more confident while driving, need
less time to complete the driving course, and have fewer
accidents than using an old adult voice [13]. Also, a familiar
voice (famous TV and radio presenters) yielded better
performance (avoiding accidents, following traffic rules and
lane keeping) for angry drivers than using an unfamiliar
voice [14]. Nass et al. [15] showed that when the in-vehicle
voice emotion matched the driver’s emotional state (e.g.,
energetic to happy and subdued to upset), drivers had fewer
accidents and attended more to the road (actual and
perceived), and even spoke more with the car. Subsequent
research used emotion regulation speech cues, using
“cognitive reappraisal” [16] and “attention deployment”
[17].
Participants will develop their own specific dialogue
structure for emotional drivers in the activity session. Then,
outcomes will be discussed in terms of the psychological
emotion regulation model [18].
Session 3: Music & Sonification

Even though speech is a clear communication means, it
might interfere with concurrent conversation or create
annoyance as a virtual backseat driver. Given that most
drivers listen to music while driving, we can consider using
drivers’ music or creating new sonification for different
purposes. For example, we have developed a prototype fuel
efficient driving interface using interactive sonification [19].
We extract all the driving performance data (speed, lane
deviation, torque, steering wheel angle, pedal pressure,
crash, etc.) from the simulator (NADS miniSim) in real-time.
Then, these data can be mapped onto sound parameters,
which can generate soundscape to facilitate, for example,
eco-friendly
driving
behaviors
consciously
or
subconsciously. Since music and sound are closely related to
emotions, this type of interface can also be extended to
emotional driving interfaces by collecting and integrating a
driver’s affective state data (e.g., ECG, respiration, skin
conductance response, facial expression, fEMG, eyetracking, and EEG, etc.) with driving behavior data. If well
integrated, this system can make a driver drive in a more fuel
efficient way and also less aggressive (safer) way. Our recent
research has shown that listening to music (either happy or
sad) reduces angry drivers’ driving errors but does not
increase driver workload compared to the control group
(angry group with no music) [20]. However, details about
musical (or sonification) parameters should be further
identified.
In this session, participants will have an opportunity to select
their own music (style, genre, etc.) and discuss how to
effectively use it for emotional drivers and what are critical
variables to be more effective.
Session 4: Sonic Branding

The preceding three sessions are related to improving
performance, whereas sound can also be used for
corporate/brand identity, which we call sonic brand, sonic
logo, or jingle. Imagine Intel’s commercial sound. For this

type of project, the sound design process needs to integrate
with other components, including marketing and productplanning, etc. Among many of the sounds in the vehicle,
drivers are likely to remember the sound generated when
they turn on or off the infotainment system. For example,
people may be easily able to recall the Microsoft Windows’
or Macintosh’s opening or closing sound. Therefore, one of
the strategies is to create a system opening (or booting) sound
as a sonic brand and apply it to other areas, such as demos
and advertisements on TVs, radios, and web sites. Even
though people’s vision is occupied with other tasks, the sonic
brand can remind them of a unique brand image. Therefore,
the sonic brand should be matched with the image of the
corporate identity. We will demonstrate a variety of sonic
brands and splash sounds and the procedure we take when
we design a sonic brand.
Participants will practice to draw their car’s brand map and
find out some strategies (or some sound clips) to represent
that brand image.
CONCLUSION

The session will be closed with short discussions on design
considerations and processes. If time allows, we will also
address issues in the potential application of auditory
displays in electric and automated vehicles. We hope this
tutorial can help participants understand the in-vehicle
auditory interactions in terms of the components and
guidelines. We also hope that we can provide reference
points where the AutoUI community can consult whenever
they need help or collaboration for in-vehicle auditory
display design.
PREVIOUS WORKSHOPS
RELATED TOPIC

& TUTORIALS

ON THE

The authors have (co)organized more than 12 workshops and
tutorials on auditory displays and automotive user interfaces
with collaborators in the international conferences
(AutomotiveUI, UbiCom,
PersuasiveTech, ICAD).
Specifically, “research methods for assessing auditory
displays” tutorial, “in-vehicle auditory interactions” w/s,
“sonic information design” w/s at ICAD (International
Conference on Auditory Display) are directly related to this
tutorial.
MISCELLANEOUS

•

Goal and topics of the workshop and how they
match the conference goals and topics: To inspire
practitioners as well as researchers on the application
of auditory displays and sonification to in-vehicle
technologies, and thus, facilitate the use of multimodal
displays in automotive user interfaces.

•

Outcome of the tutorial: 1) Participants understand the
sound design elements and experience overall design
procedure, 2) Hosting the follow/up workshop at

AutoUI or other venues, and 3) forming a community
(or special interest group), which is interested in invehicle auditory interactions.
•

Expected attendance (12-20)

•

Supported needed: power, projector, whiteboards (or
poster) and markers.
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